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About This Content

Get ready to rock!

The OVERKILL Pack is our 17th DLC for PAYDAY 2. It allows heisters to use the Minigun and the Rocket Launcher
weapons, the OVERKILL mask as well as a new OVERKILL Escape Van skin. There will be 3 weapon modifications for the
Minigun as well as a total 10 extra achievements added. The OVERKILL Pack adds a large amount of Hype Fuel for the Hype

Train event with a chance of unlocking additional content for all PAYDAY 2 owners.
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•New Minigun weapon – The Minigun is a 7.62x51 mm, six-barreled machine gun. The rate of fire is between 2,000 to 6,000
rounds per minute which is crazy. It has Gatling-style rotating barrels with an electric motor as its power source. The "Mini" in
the name is in comparison to designs that use a similar firing mechanism but larger shells, which is funny, because the Minigun

isn't that mini in reality.

•3 Minigun weapon mods – Enjoy customizing the minigun with some really cool weapon modifications.

•New Rocket Launcher weapon – The Rocket Launcher is a portable, unguided, shoulder-launched, anti-tank rocket-propelled
grenade launcher. Because of its ruggedness, simplicity, low cost, and effectiveness it has become the most widely used anti-

armor weapon in the world.
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•New Escape Van skin – Modify the classic PAYDAY gang Escape Van with a completely new and unique skin. Be the envy
of all other heisters out there using this beauty.

•1 new OVERKILL mask – A completely new mask that we call the OVERKILL mask is given to anyone who purchases the
OVERKILL pack.

•10 new achievements – An additional 10 achievements are added to give you more challenges to complete with your crew.
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•Additional Hype Fuel for the Hype Train event – Help the rest of the community gain Hype Fuel by purchashing the
OVERKILL Pack. Buy the 4-pack and give the extra copies away to your friends. The Hype Fuel event is a community event

between Februrary 5 and March 12 where the community work together in order to unlock free updates for everyone.

•Bonus content with the Spring Break event – When the Hype Train event has concluded, all of the destinations that have
been reached will generate free content that will be unlocked during the Spring Break event between 13-21 March.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: The OVERKILL Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:13 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian
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Pretty great game, the only thing is missing that you can't trade your guns with your friends.. This game is quite simple looking
but has a lot of complexity under it. The main campaign see's you do missions and depending on how well you do and what
objectives you complete you earn points to upgrade your plane. Upgrades make a huge difference to how easy or hard a mission
is and your chance of completing objectives.

The game is a little buggy however, some missions see me take off with ammo and I cannot fire, but a quick restart fixes there.
There are also a few usability things such as on arcade flight mode if you take off and turn around too quickly, you will
automatically land.. I have never written a review on here, but considering this is one of the best games and one of the most
underated games ive ever played, ive decided to try my hand at it. Starting off, i know it may say i only have a couple hours on
record with the game, but id like to stamp that out now. I played this game years back off an old game engine before steam was
a thing, buying it again now is more comfort and support for me, like buying an old book that you read years ago. I have well
over 200 hours in the game, and about a thousand in the series. So let me dive in, and let you know what this game is about.

  Geneforge is more than a game, its a book, an experiance, a choice, and a beautiful combat system all in one. It cries out to the
imaginiative, the 3 am readers, the DnD players, the indie game searchers. What it lacks in graphics, it makes up 10 fold in
story. The game puts you in the middle of an entire world and has you influence the outcome of it. In the first game, you find
yourself in this estranged world, where the game gives you a brief history of it, then immediately tears that away. It isolates you,
shows you that you must survive, and asks you what to do to survive. But that is only the first part. once you gather your
bearings, you have to forge a path. At first the paths seem clear, good or evil, but the more you progress the more you realize
there is no good. there is no evil. This game makes you question everything, with the only clear progression being that of power.
You single handedly experiance the start of a world rebellion, and reitre as a god or a soldier by the end. The same picks up in
each consquensial title later on, each putting you, a young shaper, smack dab in the middle of the biggest points in history of this
new world. The hours, weeks, months of text painstakingly put into this game alone makes it a solid game, but the combat is
fantastic too. You play a tactics style turn based micromanaging comabt system, sort of like fallout: tactics or final fantasy:
tactics. But instead of pre determined abilities, like everything else you determine your path. Conjure up an army to fight for
you, use magic and objects to trick your opponets and take them out one by one, or don a helmet and sword and slash your way
through hoards, the choice is yous. My by far favorite part of it however, has to be the fact that nothing is safe in this game
from you. It emphasizes that your choices can change the entire reality. No npc cannot be killed, although it may be hard. The
world will form to what you want it to, if you are brave enough to undergo the task. Dont take this as you cannot lose, for the
wrong desicion will put you in a spot where you cannot escape. But understand that you are free to make that deicion, you are
free to make any desicion. This is the closest i have ever come to DnD Freeplay.

Pro's: Excellent story line, worth of a novel of the highest value.
  Freerealm as hell, you are free to make any desicion you want, nothing stops you, you shape the future and history alike.
  LOTS and LOTS of content, as said earlieri have over 1000 hours in the series as a whole. thats a lot for a single player non
grind game.
  Decent combat tactics system, many ways to play out combat.
  Can easily engulf you in for weeks.
  Lots and Lots of Text
Con's: The graphics are subpar at best, must be able to use your imagination
  Game doesnt hold your hand at all, in fact quiet the opposite. This may be a con or pro.
  Again, a LOT of text. again, could be a con or pro depending on your preferance.
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Overall i would rate this game a 9\/10, Despite the horrid graphics. i honestly believe that if ther were better graphics, there
wouldnt be enough reasources to make everything else so amazing. Heres to you, Spiderweb Software.. Anomaly is a fresh take
on TD, its just dazzling! 8\/10. Colorul adventure packed with puzzles, sort of old-school - but in a positive way. Short play
sessions, but lots of fun. Overall, this is a good one.. i find this game to be good . it the players work on their memory skills to
helping the shygirls to get out alive. Game server is OFFLINE. Why it this game still being offered by Steam store. Connecting
to Load Balancing server simulator. Developer shut down the required server. I filed a Report on this game as a Broken game.

For more info:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZfVb40aRQs. This game has everything. Heartwarming story I cried so hard
I\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665myself, the best gameplay I have ever seen with top of the notch graphics even my
alienware gaming laptop couldn't handle it. Forget Fallout 3 or Halo, buy this game, you're not wasting money, you're investing
in your future, because once you play 10 minutes of this game you WILL have the equivalent of a veterinary doctorate.
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Ever wanted to play a 3D version of the classic old school Asteroids that so many grew up putting endless quarters into the
arcade machine to play desperately trying to get a new high score?

Watch my First Impressions & Review of this game in Early Access Right Here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=F0ZiV_i4qx0

Well if so, or even if not so... Welcome to AsteroidsHD! This is an early access rock and enemy ship blasting game that is worth
MANY TIMES it's asking price! At 99 cents for his early version of this game, the developer shows that his heart is much more
about delivering a fun experience then he is trying to make a quick profit! ..That alone deserves some respect in my book here
on Steam, especially considering the sheer amount of rip-off crap that is launched in early access these days here.

Controls are simple and easy, WASD to move through space, and your move your ships direction around, while your mouse
buttons give you two different types of blasts to clear enemies and those big space rocks floating around. A joy to play with very
responsive and understandable controls.

You start off in a space void with a few huge rocks, and a single enemy ship who will shoot at you if you don't find him and
blast him first! Thhere is also plenty of different power ups, ship repair, and ammo icons floating around to aid your cause.
Shooting a space rock blasts it into many smaller rocks at high velocity, and damage values are clearly shown as you blast the
rocks and baddies making it a satisfying endeavor.

While the first level might seem casual and too easy, just keep clearing out all those space rocks to move on to the next level,
and pretty soon you'll be in over your head and having to dodge all kinds of crazy enemies and rocks which multiply each time
you pass a level. Super fun, especially for the price!

Sadly, not enough players have bought this game yet when I reviewed it in early access, but I will buy a copy for my son and
have him play some multiplayer games with me and update my score and post some video links when that happens. ...For now
this game scores an impressive 75% from me, with a good chance of only going higher once more players are available for the
"Up-To-8-Player Multiplayer action" and as this game continues to get further developed through early access.

Thumbs up! If you're at all curious about this game, this game gets my support and my high recommendation! Give it a try,
you'll probably be surprised what a dollar can buy! :-)

. Haven't enjoyed it so far. Motion sickness in the movment, and the puzzles haven't been that fun or intuitive.

One of those things, where they hand you a crowbar, but you can't smash the glass in a case that is locked. The game has
potential, but at this time I haven't enjoyed it compared to simpler escapa room games on HTC.

Maybe it will get better?. Thought I'd leave a review for this since it seems to be somewhat overlooked like many of what I'd
consider the better Indie VR titles on steam. Put simply if you enjoy shooting baskets..practicing fouls shots\/jump shots at the
gym then this is pretty much that. Physics are about as spot on as you could imagine with the ability to tweak some of the
settings to suit your preference..ie having a true to life simulation or less physically taxing arcade setup. As far as the shooting
mechanics using oculous touch controllers with a bit of practice and switching the button used to hold the ball to the palm it can
feel pretty much the same as shooting a basketball in rl. haven't mastered it to the point every shot is smooth but getting closer
each time i play. Graphics are great and game runs decently if not 100% smoothly on my rig which is pretty much same as
recommended specs. If your on the fence for the incredibly reasonable price you should buy this one.. I thought my review took,
but maybe not. In any case, if you're wanting something that's closer to the SNES JRPG feel, this game's for you. Sure, it has the
RPG Maker feel to it, but JW has crafted an excellent game here with a great story, excellent side quests, some fun and some
frustrating puzzles.. Not quite like anything I've played before, but I enjoyed it.

It reminded me a lot of one of those "choose your own adventure" books where your choices lead to different outcomes.
Another reviewer mentioned feeling railroaded, but I can only think of one instance where I felt like I definitely had my hands
tied, and I thought there should have been at least one other option. On a few other occasions, the narrative backs you into a
corner, but while the outcomes were regrettable, it felt right since those were pretty desperate situations.

The artwork and setting are really nicely done - one of the few games set in a wintry wasteland that actually manages to feel cold
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and harsh. I felt some connection to nearly all of the characters and grew rather fond of our little band. Every now and then the
dialogue felt a bit...off. Just the way things were worded seemed strange. There was one event that left me thinking whoever
wrote it was under the influence at the time. But on the whole, the bulk of the dialogue worked just fine, I thought.

Maybe someone should mention that certain characters have really unpleasant backstories, and a few conversations become
uncomfortable - though unfortunately not at all unrealistic. The game portrays a civilization that's hit rock bottom, and it doesn't
shy away from the wicked doings of unprincipled, vile men. Dealing with them can be pretty disagreeable.

Took me about 15 hours to play through, but I did a lot of traveling around and exploring, bartering, and upgrading equipment.
Crafting and loot management is a bit click-heavy, but tolerable. Combat's pretty straightforward, and the outcome's pretty
much determined by the quality of equipment. As far as replayability, I started a new run on a harder difficulty right after
completing the game, and aside from skipping through some scenes, I still enjoyed it. I chose a few different skill routes to see
how that affected things, and ran into some things I didn't see the first time through - like the katana, machinegun, and a few
other powerful weapons.. There's just not enough of a game here, even considering the low price. With only one (small) map
and one enemy type, you'll be bored very quickly. With a few more maps, a few more enemy types and some adjustments to the
weapons it could probably be quite fun - it would even justify a higher price, in my opinion, and in this case that would be much
preferred.
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